ND campaign raises funds to fight Ebola

Eck Institute initiative focuses on raising awareness, supporting African hospitals and aid workers

By CATHERINE OWERS
News Writer

The ND Unite to Fight Ebola campaign is raising funds to send medical supplies to West Africa, according to Dr. Katherine Taylor, director of operations of the Eck Institute for Global Health.

“First of all, our role is compassion,” Taylor said. “When we see this happening somewhere, and the devastating impact on the communities in West Africa, we feel compelled to do something. I think we were all here looking at each other, saying ‘What can we do? How can we help?’ This is the transformation of that concern into action.”

The University-wide campaign, which continues on campus through Oct. 17, focuses on two main goals, Taylor said. After that date, the campaign will still accept donations online from the broader Notre Dame community.

“The first goal is education and awareness, and the second one is to raise funds to purchase and ship supplies directly to West Africa,” she said. “... We decided that we wanted to do a short burst of activity because of the urgency, just because we’d like to get the supplies there as quickly as possible. We are intending to extend the campaign.”

By MARTHA REILLY
News Writer

In an effort to increase convenience for student meals as well as bolster sustainability practices, Saint Mary’s instituted an eco-friendly take-out food option in the dining hall this year.

Director of dining services Barry Bowles said students with busy academic schedules, inflexible work hours, or back-to-back extracurricular activities will especially benefit from this change.

“A Saint Mary’s student takes advantage of the dining hall’s new take-out program. Students pay 99 cents for a to-go box.”

UNC weekend events draw season-high number of fans

By LESLEY STEVENSON
News Editor

Blue skies and “perfect weather” helped Notre Dame welcome season-high numbers of fans to football activities throughout the North Carolina game weekend, according to Mike Seamon, associate vice president for campus safety.

“For as bad of weather as it see UNC PAGE 4

Junior cornerback KeiVarae Russell will not play this season and will most likely miss the spring semester before returning in June 2015, the junior said in an Instagram post Friday evening.

Vice President for Public Affairs and Communication Paul Browne confirmed Friday

Junior receiver DaVaris Daniels is “done” at Notre Dame, Daniels said on Twitter on Tuesday, and graduate student linebacker Kendall Moore announced Tuesday evening on Instagram that he will “respectfully leave my alma mater.”

Junior defensive end Ishmaa’il Warwick will not play in 2014 and would like to return in 2015, Irish coach Brian Kelly said Tuesday.

Ishmaa’il Warwick said Tuesday, Senior receiver Da’Varis Daniels is “done” at Notre Dame, Daniels said on Twitter on Tuesday, and graduate student linebacker Kendall Moore announced Tuesday evening on Instagram that he will “respectfully leave my alma mater.”

SMC dining hall adds to-go option

By CATHERINE OWERS
News Writer

A Saint Mary’s student takes advantage of the dining hall’s new take-out program. Students pay 99 cents for a to-go box.

By MARTHA REILLY
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In an effort to increase convenience for student meals as well as bolster sustainability practices, Saint Mary’s instituted an eco-friendly take-out food option in the dining hall this year.

Director of dining services Barry Bowles said students with busy academic schedules, inflexible work hours, or back to back extracurricular activities will especially benefit from this change.

“The dining hall has gone so far in sustainability efforts that see DINING PAGE 4

The SMC dining hall adds a new take-out program. Students can purchase a to-go box for 99 cents.”
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QUESTION OF THE DAY:
Why are deadlines important?

Enrique Pajuelo
freshman
Sorin College
“It helps you be organized and disciplined.”

Nate Foje
senior
Sorin College
“They are important so you know when to stop procrastinating.”

Steven Scobee
junior
Sorin College
“Because otherwise people would procrastinate forever.”

Grant Grojean
freshman
Sorin College
“If we didn’t have deadlines I would be finished with everything on Netflix.”

Jamie Sullivan
sophomore
Sorin College
“Because the dude said they are.”

Omar Hunter
sophomore
Sorin College
“Because the man says they are.”

Notre Dame cheerleaders run across the field after a touchdown at the Notre Dame vs. University of North Carolina game Saturday. The game ended in an Irish victory with a final score of 50-43. The Irish remain undefeated with a record of 6-0.

THE NEXT FIVE DAYS:
Want your event included here? Email news@ndsmcobserver.com

Wednesday
Science Friday Taping
DeBartolo Performing Arts Center
7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Taping of the Science Friday radio show.

Thursday
Valerie Mejer Reading
Hammes Notre Dame Bookstore
7:30 p.m. - 9 p.m.
Reading and reflection on poems.

Friday
Volleyball
Purcell Pavilion
7 p.m. - 8 p.m.
Notre Dame vs. Kennesaw State.

Saturday
STEM Run
Hesburgh Library
10 a.m. - 11:30 a.m.
Includes Pi K and Mole Runs.

Sunday
Mass at the Basilica
Basilica of the Sacred Heart
11:45 a.m. - 12:45 p.m.
Music by the Notre Dame Folk Choir.

Saturday Vigil Mass
Basilica of the Sacred Heart
5 p.m. - 6 p.m.
Music by the Women’s Liturgical Choir.

Have a question you want answered? Email photo@ndsmcobserver.com

If we had made a mistake, please contact us at (574) 631-4539 so we can correct our error.
Science Friday to tape at ND

By MARGARET HYNDS
News Writer

The College of Science’s sesquicentennial celebration will continue on Wednesday night with the taping of “Science Friday” in the Leighton Concert Hall of the Delbarrolo Performing Arts Center (DPAC) at 7 p.m. to a sold-out crowd. Science Friday, an NPR radio talk show dedicated to science news and entertainment stories, airs every Friday on NPR affiliate radio stations from 2-4 p.m. EST.

Host and producer Ira Flatow will interview three Notre Dame faculty members as part of the show in addition to at least four other non-Notre Dame guests, according to Marissa Gebhard, assistant director of marketing and communications for the College of Science and a 1998 graduate of Saint Mary’s College.

The show will be divided into six segments, and the Notre Dame Glee Club will sing “science-themed songs” in between, Gebhard said.

Associate professor Philippe Collon, who specializes in experimental nuclear physics, will speak about the applications of his research on the world of art. Through his research, Collon has developed a method of revealing forensic techniques to allow the detection of radiomarkides at extremely low concentrations (i.e. the “needle in the haystack”), Collon said in an email.

“This technique has applications in art and archaeology,” Collon said. “I got particularly interested in this through the development of the Physics Methods in Art and Archaeology course—PHYS 102E—with my colleague Michael Wiescher. We have now been teaching this course for over eight years here at Notre Dame and it is a fantastic way of introducing modern physics through the bias of art and archaeology to numerous students who would not normally be taking a modern physics course.”

Jeanne Romero-Severson, professor of biology, will kick off the Science Friday taping, Gebhard said.

“Jeanne Romero-Severson, who studies plant microorganisms, will be the first segment,” Gebhard said. “She does a lot of work related to the health of oak trees. Her research has implications for outbreaks of foodborne illness linked to contaminated seed sprouts, and she’s working to combat those bacterial infections.”

In the program’s third segment, David Lodge, founder and director of the Notre Dame Environmental Change Initiative, will speak about the ecology of the Great Lakes. Lodge is currently on a one-year leave as a Jefferson Science Fellow in the U.S. Department of State.

“(Lodge) is a world-renowned expert on invasive species,” Gebhard said. “He is one of the faculty that is in the media the most of all of the Notre Dame faculty. He studies Asian carp and some other invasive species, which is of particular interest to everyone in the Great Lakes area, as we spend millions and millions of dollars trying to clean them up.”

Other guests to the show will include representatives from Studebaker to discuss their electric car, forensic science professor Anne Perez from Saint Joseph’s College, who will discuss her work in forensic entomology and interviews with the Kellogg brothers with University of Michigan professor Howard Markel, according to the College of Science press release.

Contact Margaret Hynd at mhynds@nd.edu
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Group explores NFL and America

By KATIE GALIOTO
News Writer

Annie Gilbert Coleman, associate professor of American Studies, led a group discussion titled “America and the NFL: A Couple’s Therapy Session” on Tuesday evening at the Kellogg Center. The conversation, sponsored by the American Studies Club, focused on the division between the lifelong success and fame of the sport and the recent controversies brought to light by the media.

“I see an increasing fundamental disconnect between the values we traditionally associate with professional football and these issues we’re hearing about on the news nowadays,” Coleman said. “These two parts of the NFL seem to be polar opposites.”

Ben Zelmer, a 2013 Notre Dame graduate, said he associates the NFL with physical excellence and community.

“I heard a football coach once describe American football as a modern day gladiator sport,” Zelmer said. “Everyone gets together and watches people in their peak physical ability compete in a very physical way. Our society unites to watch our best athletes.”

Coleman said football has maintained a huge influence on modern American society and cultural attitudes toward the sport have changed over time. “I searched ‘America’s game’ and the CFL came up,” Coleman said. “Baseball used to be America’s game.”

According to Coleman, recent concerns surrounding the NFL in the media include concussions, domestic violence and bullying. “The NFL is a trade association,” Meg Handelman, senior president of the American Studies Club, said. “The owners want to protect their players and create rules and regulations that keep their players’ best interests. However, the NFL is also like a giant marketing business that could very well compromise the players’ interests in the pursuit of profits.”

Interest groups such as television networks, social media sites and fantasy football groups have increased the impact and publicity of problems in the NFL.

“Domestic violence, for example, isn’t new,” said Handelman. “The Ray Rice incident has become such a big deal because there’s a video. It brings more attention to domestic violence in a new way.”

Coleman said the increasing worry surrounding concussions could possibly lead to a change in the football industry in the future.

“At the turn of the century, the rules of football were changed drastically, and we saw the emergence of the NFL and America as we know it today,” Coleman said. “That was resistance, but eventually people accepted the changes. It’s not impossible for this to happen again.”

According to Handelman, the ultimate goal of the discussion was to help stimulate football fans to think critically and thoughtfully.

“There’s an entirely different side to football than the one we see on TV,” Coleman said. “It’s more than just entertainment. The football industry can play a part in some important societal issues.”

Contact Katie Galioto at kgalioto@nd.edu

STUDENT GOVERNMENT WEEKLY UPDATE

PRINT QUOTA

OIT representatives will visit senate tonight at 6 p.m. in the McNeil Room for an open discussion about print quota policy.

O’SNAP AND SAFETY FEEDBACK

Student Government wants feedback on O’SNAP as well as general safety issues on campus.

Email studegov@nd.edu with your thoughts.

STUDENT SENATE MEETS WEDNESDAYS AT 6 P.M. IN THE NOTRE DAME ROOM OF LAFORTUNE STUDENT CENTER AND IS OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS.
Dining
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I wanted an environmentally friendly option that meets the needs of different types of students," Bowles said. "Overall it helps everyone who likes to have a hot meal because they can get in and out of the dining hall in ten minutes."

With the stresses of college life, students may not always consider the importance of reusing materials, but the plasticware in the dining hall is made of potato starch and the cups are biodegradable, Bowles said. Therefore, anyone who pays the 99 cents to take out a meal plays a role in bettering the planet, he said. Finding the right materials and organizing the program, however, was not the easiest task. The Sodexo food office worked together to source biodegradable items, Bowles said.

The Saint Mary’s community seems equally enthusiastic about Noble Family Dining Hall’s new approach, senior Amanda Gilbert said, as it appeals to a wide variety of students and allows them to eat on their own time rather than within scheduled hours.

“Sometimes you just want to eat alone without people staring at you, or you want to eat while you study,” Gilbert said. “This option makes it very convenient for those who want to study in the library or another space.”

Bowles said he is pleased with students’ generally positive responses to the new program.

“I have stopped students and actively talked to them, and it’s really helping me out,” he said. “It’s useful to understand everyone’s needs.”

Bowles said he also credits the administration for playing a major role throughout the transition to include the to-go option, which has provided students with close to 1,000 take-out materials since it began offering them on Aug. 25. Gilbert said the to-go option doesn’t detract from the experience of sitting down to eat with friends, but rather the Saint Mary’s community is taking advantage of a environmentally sound option without losing the social experience.

“We all have times where we want to just get a meal and eat quickly,” Gilbert said.

Saint Mary’s strives to accommodate the busy schedules of all its community members, and this new to-go initiative is certainly no exception, Bowles said. “People deserve the opportunity to eat on their own time,” Bowles said. "The take-out option was a necessary step because students, faculty, and staff can all benefit from it in their own ways."

Contact Martha Reilly at mreilly01@saintmarys.edu

Irish sophomore receiver Corey Robinson breaks free from a tackle during Notre Dame’s 50-43 win against North Carolina on Saturday.
Ebola
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particularly to alumni, fol-
lowing the close of the cam-
paign here on campus.”

The donations from the ND Uni-tie to Fight Ebola cam-
paign will support medical aid workers in Liberia and Sierra Leone, Taylor said.

“There are several personal contacts that the University of Notre Dame has with or-
izations in both Liberia and Sierra Leone,” Taylor said. “In Liberia there is a young wom-
an, Yassah Lavelah, a Liberian national, who participated in the Mandela Washington Fellowship for Young African Leaders at the University of Notre Dame in 2014.

“She and her mother run a clinic in Monrovia, Liberia. It’s the Ma V. Maternity Clinic, and she made a direct appeal to some of us here, who have kept in touch with her, to see if we can provide supplies. They haven’t received any supplies so far. We’ve gotten pictures from her, of them attending to patients essentially wearing rain jackets as their personal protective equipment. So ob-
viously this is a very dangerous sit-
uation for her and her mother.”

The donations from the campaign will also support a hospital in Sierra Leone, Taylor said.

“The second site is very well
known by one of the Notre Dame professors, Catherine Bolten, at the Kroc Institute [for International Peace Studies],” Taylor said. “She’s worked in Sierra Leone for the better part of the last 12 years and has been connected with a hospital there. They’re also in desperate need of assistance.”

Taylor said the campaign has teamed up with Hospital Sisters Mission Outreach, a Springfield, Illinois-based, “medical surplus recovery organiza-
tion focused on meeting the healthcare needs of individu-
als in developing nations,” according to the agency’s website.

Taylor said the Hospital Sisters Mission Outreach will coordinate the ship-
ment of supplies to Liberia and Sierra Leone. The Eck Institute, Kellogg Institute for International Studies and the Notre Dame Initiative for Global Development have also supported the campaign, she said.

“These are the two places we’re targeting, and we in-
tend to work with one of our partners, Hospital Mission Sisters Outreach,” she said. “They get medical supplies to remote areas,” she said.

“They immediately we will make a donation, and they are al-eady working with people like these two professors. Either they should go in the containers and how we’re going to get them them.”

Taylor said the campaign has sponsored a number of events on campus for the past two weeks, including two talks — one of which fea-
tured Mark Ferdigh, a Mercy Corps senior team leader and brother of biology professor Michael Ferdigh, and biology professor Rob Stahelin, who researches Ebola.

“We’ve had professors giv-
ing lectures; we’ve estab-
lished a Facebook page and a blog page,” Taylor said. “Two gentlemen from the Armed Forces Health Surveillance Center and the Walter Reed Army Institute for Research gave a talk ... all about Ebola.”

The campaign has part-
nered with undergraduate student groups including FIGHT Ebola, NDNDs, and Timmy Global Health, Taylor said.

Students have played a role in the awareness campaign as well as the fundraising,” she said.

Taylor said contributions can be brought to the Eck Institute in 120 Brownson Hall or made online at blogs.nd.edu/unite. Thursday, the campaign will host a prayer service at the Grotto at 8:30 p.m.

“This week is going to be our final push, and we hope that anyone that hasn’t con-
tributed will find ways to contribute,” she said. “We hope to be able to get these funds converted into supplies and get them headed to West Africa as soon as possible. I think everyone understands how urgent the situation is. We just want to act as quickly as we can.”

Taylor said the success of the campaign will not only provide aid to Ebola patients in West Africa but will also have global implications and reflect Notre Dame’s commit-
tment to being a force for good in the world.

“I think we all do under-
stand now that the epidemic needs to be stopped in West Africa, or it’s going to con-
tinue to be a concern for the rest of the world,” she said. “As the Global Health Institute, we understand the global na-
ture of the problem, and that it’s going to require the whole world to come together to solve this problem.”

“It will be good for Notre Dame to stand up and be counted as an institution, a Catholic institution, that works together to make a difference, so that we can be proud of what we’ve done,” Taylor said. “The way we should not con-
duct a new hearing on the original allegation, but be-
fore making a decision, he said. “We have the right to appeal the decision or penalty involving a major or minor offense, ” the student must provide a detailed written state-
ment of the reasons for the appeal both to the dean of the college or school in which the of-
fense occurred and to the chair of the Honesty Committee.”

The committee “should not con-
do anything that would con-
travene the decision of the honesty committee,” she said. “The committee’s reasons for its

Appeal
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that the appeal process for the few players would be the same as detailed in the Honor Code. The Honor Code distinguish-
es between major, minor and flagrant offenses and outlines the notification and appeal process separately for flagrant offenses.

According to the Code, stu-
dents have the right to appeal the Honesty Committee’s deci-
sion that a student is responsible for offense and/or the penalty attached to the dean of the col-
lege involved. For a major or minor offense, he or she must appeal “no later than seven days from the date notification of the decision and penalty was sent by the Committee,” although the dean could extend this deadline “at his or her sole discretion.”

“Grounds for appeal are lim-
et to: evidence discovered after the hearing which is relevant to the decision and penalty was sent by the Committee,” although the dean could extend this deadline “at his or her sole discretion.”

“The appeal process will be
honesty committee.”

“Permanent dismis

separation from the University for at least one semester,” the Code states. “Unless otherwise specified, the appeal process is eligible to apply for readmission to Notre Dame, but readmission is not automatic.”

“Permanent Dismissal is se-
aparation from the University for no opportunity to apply for readmission.”

To be readmitted, a dismissed student must “fulfill all the requirements of the University Code of Honor Committee (currently Hugh Page, Vice president and assoc-
iate provost for undergraduate affairs and dean of the First Year of Studies).”

If the dismissal is permanent, the student has the right to a re-
view “of any aspect of the case for any reason by the Office of the President, the Code states. “Decision of the President’s Office will be final.”

In a statement Oct. 6, Browne acknowledged that “it can be difficult for students, regard-
less of culpability, who are sub-
ject to such reviews, especially when public scrutiny becomes so magnified, especially when

student-athletes,” and said “we
are working to resolve these sit-
uations as quickly as possible.”

These cases provided “a complex set of circumstances that required thoroughness,” Browne said Friday, and “ap-
propriate education was working as expediently as possible on them.”

Contact Ann Marie Jakubowski
at ajakubo1@nd.edu

Please remember to keep your PIN confidential. If you have any questions, contact the Campus Card Office at (574) 631-7814 or email at cardc@nd.edu.
The average American of today has an overwhelming amount of TV shows to choose from when taking a break from everyday life. With many television providers offering packages that include nearly 500 channels and with somewhere around 400 original series being produced each year, it is a difficult task to find a television show worth following these days. Granted, one solution to this problem is to get Netflix, for it’s the ideal route to binge watching Gossip Girl until 7 a.m. instead of finishing that philosophy reading.

Nonetheless, there is still hope for television shows to watch this upcoming year to fill up the gaps between breaks from school you need each week. After all, with the exception of some great series such as House of Cards, all the shows you are streaming online originally aired sometime on television.

Traditionally, the “worthwhile” original series to follow were limited to the major US broadcasting networks such as ABC, CBS, FOX and NBC, but times are changing. In 2008, AMC released a show unlike any other – Breaking Bad. Anyone who has watched the series, will confirm that it is one of their favorite TV series of all time, and it rightfully won 111 awards over its five-season lifetime. Breaking Bad’s incredible success proved a minimum of two things: first, that chemistry can be pretty valuable after high school and, secondly, that TV series with remarkable writing can be found off the traditional major broadcasting channels.

This brings me to The Americans, an FX original created and produced by a former CIA agent, Joe Weisberg. Set in the Cold War background, you may want to make this your last candy wall preference.

The sour, sugarcoated and colorful: Sour Patch Kids, swedish fish, this could be a sign that you’re on a date with someone a bit basic. These gummies are easily the most rudimentary candies the Huddle has to offer, a bit bland and unoriginal. Nevertheless, you’re going to need further evidence before diagnosing your candy wall date with “the basic.” Wearing Lulu Lemon yoga pants or Vineyard Vines? Suggesting stopping by Starbucks for non-fat vanilla lattes after the Huddle? These additional factors can also indicate basic-ness.

The prepackaged, wrapped stuff: This individual prefers to play it safe and is always on top of everything. Though maybe not that easy-going, there are some definite positives to dating a cautious person. For example, this relationship could lead to the development of some great time management and organizational skills!

Too much of one thing: Your date has a propensity for putting all their eggs in one basket. In other words, he or she could end up being totally dependent on you and things could get clingy. Look closely for any hint of variety. If your date fills the bag with both malt balls and Jelly Bean Raspberry, you’re probably in the clear, as these individuals are simply very confident in what they like. If there is literally only one type of treat in their sack, you may want to take a step back—this is the first date, after all. Nothing serious. Just a bag of blow pops: This is just really bizarre. I, personally, would stay away.

But who knows … could be your type.

Paige Affinito is a junior Accounting and English major. She has found that humor is much easier to capture in 140 characters than in 700 words. She can be reached at paffinit@nd.edu

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.

Paige Affinito
Recipes for Getting By

My friends and I have been developing a theory for quite some time now. Though what we propose may be viewed as a rather unformed claim or too trivial for university-funded research, it could be quite valuable for this school’s student body. We believe there is a lot you can tell about people simply based on the contents of their candy wall bags from the Huddle. We’ve developed this idea much further than just identifying an individual as “sweet” or “sour.” A glimpse into someone’s paper bag of candy provides a preview of his or her most fundamental characteristics. One particular assortment of sweets can serve as the window to the soul.

Bearing our proposal in mind, the Huddle’s candy wall seems the perfect place to take that special ND crush on a first date. This outing will give you the inside scoop (pun totally intended) on your date’s personality and may even foretell the future of a relationship with this special somebody.

The other night my friends and I took a 1 a.m. trip to LaFun to explore each available sweet treat and interview some candy wall customers, asking questions like, “What would you like to see in your significant other’s bag?”

One student answered that every time he goes to the candy wall, he likes to experiment with different assortments and try new things. He hopes his crush might have a similar approach.

Take what you will from this. It could mean nothing, but I think a lot can be deduced from this student’s particular candy wall preferences.

A bit of light research and many groundless assumptions have lead me to develop a basic overview of what various sweet assortments could insinuate about a person. I’ve outlined a few of these below.

Only chocolates: You are on a date with one sultry soul. Your ND crush most likely has a complex and rich character and is probably worth getting to know on a deeper level. However, if you aren’t prepared for savory nights of profound talks, red wine and Adele playing softly in the background, you may want to make this your last candy wall rendezvous.

The sour, sugarcocated and colorful: Sour Patch Kids, gummy worms and peach rings are sure signs of extroversion and outgoingness. This individual has tons of energy but isn’t the most attentive, and may have difficulty concentrating. Your candy wall crush may not be the best person to study with, but is definitely a fun time on the weekends! Club Fever’s dance floor should be the next meeting spot.

Large amount of candy corn: This person is going to be fun to date for a while, but after spending too much time with this individual, you may get sick of it...conceivably to the point of nausea. Yikes! Too many candy corns is a sure sign that this relationship may not be of the long-term variety. Aim to keep this fling seasonal.

Swedish Fish: If your “bar” selects a sizeable amount of Swedish Fish, this could be a sign that you’re on a date with someone a bit basic. These gummies are easily the most rudimentary candies the Huddle has to offer, a bit bland and unoriginal. Nevertheless, you’re going to need further evidence before diagnosing your candy wall date with “the basic.” Wearing Lulu Lemon yoga pants or Vineyard Vines? Suggesting stopping by Starbucks for non-fat vanilla lattes after the Huddle? These additional factors can also indicate basic-ness.

The prepackaged, wrapped stuff: This individual prefers to play it safe and is always on top of everything. Though maybe not that easy-going, there are some definite positives to dating a cautious person. For example, this relationship could lead to the development of some great time management and organizational skills!

Too much of one thing: Your date has a propensity for putting all their eggs in one basket. In other words, he or she could end up being totally dependent on you and things could get clingy. Look closely for any hint of variety. If your date fills the bag with both malt balls and Jelly Bean Raspberry, you’re probably in the clear, as these individuals are simply very confident in what they like. If there is literally only one type of treat in their sack, you may want to take a step back—this is the first date, after all. Nothing serious. Just a bag of blow pops: This is just really bizarre. I, personally, would stay away.

But who knows … could be your type.
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Swedish Fish: If your “bar” selects a sizeable amount of Swedish Fish, this could be a sign that you’re on a date with someone a bit basic. These gummies are easily the most rudimentary candies the Huddle has to offer, a bit bland and unoriginal. Nevertheless, you’re going to need further evidence before diagnosing your candy wall date with “the basic.” Wearing Lulu Lemon yoga pants or Vineyard Vines? Suggesting stopping by Starbucks for non-fat vanilla lattes after the Huddle? These additional factors can also indicate basic-ness.

The prepackaged, wrapped stuff: This individual prefers to play it safe and is always on top of everything. Though maybe not that easy-going, there are some definite positives to dating a cautious person. For example, this relationship could lead to the development of some great time management and organizational skills!

Too much of one thing: Your date has a propensity for putting all their eggs in one basket. In other words, he or she could end up being totally dependent on you and things could get clingy. Look closely for any hint of variety. If your date fills the bag with both malt balls and Jelly Bean Raspberry, you’re probably in the clear, as these individuals are simply very confident in what they like. If there is literally only one type of treat in their sack, you may want to take a step back—this is the first date, after all. Nothing serious. Just a bag of blow pops: This is just really bizarre. I, personally, would stay away.

But who knows … could be your type.

Paige Affinito is a junior Accounting and English major. She has found that humor is much easier to capture in 140 characters than in 700 words. She can be reached at paffinit@nd.edu

The views expressed in this column are those of the author and not necessarily those of The Observer.
Concerned about condoms

Charlie Ducey
English Channelled

When I first arrived in Oxford, England, I found myself walking through hurricane-grade rain with 800+ pounds of luggage. Though I enjoyed the help of a fellow Notre Dame student, the luggage-based workout and torrential downpour combination was not the best way to start my year abroad.

After discovering that the student with whom I arrived lived 12 flights of (albeit small) stairs up a tower at New College Oxford, the ascension of which required three sets of purple roller bag tricep curls at 12 reps each, I scuttled back to my own room at Oriel College in the rain. Luckily, my room was only a mere two stories up a Ricky Staircase.

On the desk in my room, I was at first delighted to find a small bag of what were ostensibly “goodies,” what I assumed would be English baked goods or postage stamps or maybe a WiFi password. Instead, I found the following: promotional material for a nearby burrito restaurant (likely the endorser of the whole “goodie bag” deal), a stamp-on tattoo for a baguette shop (likely a co-sponsor), two information cards with relevant phone numbers, two balloons and a stick of fudge.

And something else which, naively, I thought were just two connected teabags. But, to my predicted dread, they were actually two Durex natural rubber latex condoms.

I am concerned.

Why am I concerned over two silly little condoms, no more perilous per se than the two similarly elastic balloons? I am upset because I, a college student in the 80s, 90s and 00s looks different than what current students expect and hope for when’s the last time you walked across campus jamming out on your Sony walkman? Are you 0-for-2? Are you 0-for-2? Ready to watch the newest episode of Friends? Believe it or not, previous generations of Domers used to do all that while blowing balloons? Imagine, imagine, imagine.

I am concerned.

When’s the last time you called a friend from the University-issued telephone in your dorm room? When’s the last time you and your friends got together to watch the newest episode of Friends? Believe it or not, previous generations of Domers used to do all three and worse, they had to use three different devices to make it happen. The humanity!

If you answered never to all of my previous questions, this article is for you. Why? You recognize that Notre Dame is an evolving place that changes as its students change. The simple fact is that what worked for students in the 80s, 90s and 00s looks different than what current students expect and hope for today.

Since I began working in Campus Ministry this past August, I have witnessed some exceptional creative activity that came about by embracing the change. Staff members and students alike have worked tirelessly to develop new programs and rebuild existing ones that help the Notre Dame family grow in faith. These programs include the new Anchor Leadership Program, for students who hope to better serve campus and their parish communities, and the expansion of Theology on Tap and Alpha, for students who just want to learn more about their faith in general.

While I am proud of the work that has been accomplished so far, there is more work to be done. My hope for Campus Ministry is that we can meet the needs of students today. My dream for Campus Ministry is that we might be partners with students to consider new possibilities and explore them together.

To make that dream a reality, I have asked members of the Campus Ministry undergraduate and graduate staff to engage in a new Spirituality Study, which will take place during the upcoming spring semester, to explore the emerging spiritual needs of students. This initiative will allow us to both evaluate our current programs and consider new opportunities to help students in their faith journey. We are embracing the change!

It is unclear at this point what the results of our Spirituality Study will bring about. We could very well add new programs and subtract others – it all depends on your input. Any significant changes will be announced near the end of the current academic year and implemented in the 2015-2016 academic year.

Along with the study, we will make some immediate changes to our retreats program. Specifically, we have decided to cancel the two Freshman Retreats next spring semester, because of the amount of time and preparation they require, to better explore other opportunities. Don’t be too bummed, members of the first year class. We still have great opportunities for you in the spring. Think about joining the Compass Formation program, sign up for a spring break pilgrimage, swing over to CoMo for Eucharistic Adoration and/or join a Cross Examination group.

Campus Ministry will not leave you all by yourself in the cold during the spring semester – literally, just come inside. Freshmen who were waiting to register for one of the spring retreats can still register for the fall Freshman Retreat taking place Oct. 31 – Nov. 1. (Register at CampusMinistry.nd.edu/Retreats.)

We need your feedback. To schedule a one-on-one appointment or to be a part of one of our focus groups, please email ministry@nd.edu. Times change. Be part of today’s Campus Ministry.

Fr. Pete McCormick
associate director
Campus Ministry
Oct. 13
Think about the 1920s. If you’re like me, you probably think flappers, swing dancing and everything related to “The Great Gatsby.” My perception of the decade is wholly focused towards New York City and Paris; the so-called “Lost Generation” defines my romanticized view of what the time period was like. I hardly ever bother to consider what was happening outside of Europe or the United States.

In Liz Rosenberg’s novel “The Moonlight Palace,” she explores what life was like in 1920s Singapore. Her protagonist, seventeen-year-old Agnes, is the descendant of Sultan Hussein, the man who “sold” Singapore to Britain. She grows up in a palace where she is raised by her great-uncle (the last male heir of the Hussein line) and her great-grandparents, a Chinese woman and British colonel.

For Agnes’ family, the 1920s are a time of declining prosperity. The deal Sultan Hussein made with the British government is no longer valid, and they no longer hold any sort of power. They live off the military pension of “British Grandfather” and the income they get from male boarders.

The book is framed as a coming-of-age passage for Agnes. Adults have protected her as the last child of her family, and its loss would be detrimental to her. She sees it as a physical representation of her family and her ancestral past.

It is interesting that this symbol of her personal history is such a complicated symbol of colonialism in Singapore. Her family cannot afford to lose the palace, as it is the last thing they have left from their days as members of the ruling class. They no longer have power and are being forced to bow to the wishes of the militaristic powers now taking over their country. Still, for Agnes and her family, the ownership of the palace seems to reaffirm their place in life.

Part of their fear of losing the palace is tied up in a fear of not knowing what they will do in the future. The palace is falling apart and at some point, they discuss moving out to find a more modern place. Agnes, of course, objects strongly — she is as attached to the palace as golden as the beginning may have seemed. They were a time of extreme change, when people were realizing the benefits of an industrialized world and choosing to take advantage of them.

“The Moonlight Palace” brings me back to that very concept. Underneath Agnes’ story is that current of change. It’s not clear what that change will bring, but it is clear that it must be accepted and embraced.

Contact Caelin Miltko at cmoriari@nd.edu
There are various strategies to getting through midterm week, some healthier and saner than others.

1. “Adult Diversion” Alvvays
   With its sunny beats and loopy chords, this track will start you out in a great mood to delve into your studies.

2. “The Staunton lick” Lemon Jelly
   This song begins with a miniature guitar riff, with its sunny beats and loopy chords, this track will provide ample motivation to keep you awake and alive in the wee hours of the morning at Club Hes.

3. “April’s Song” Real Estate
   Continuing with the up-tempo instrumental music to keep you in a concentrated yet uplifted mindset, real estate carries on with some entertainment. The track provides the perfect backdrop for a late-time cram session.

4. “Tornado” Jonsi
   With a uniquely soothing voice and strong instrumental backing, this track delivers the calm before the storm.

5. “Lose Control” Missy Elliot
   Okay, you deserve this. You just did a solid 16 minutes and 37 seconds of studying. Lose Control. If you’re in your dorm room: go crazy. If you’re anywhere else: go crazy in a controlled fashion, a la Taylor Swift in her seat at the 2014 VMAs.

6. “Unaccompanied Cello Suite No.1” Yo-Yo Ma
   Time to get back to work. Now I may only know Yo-Yo Ma from that “Arthur” episode where D.W. has to go to his concert and mistakenly refers to him as “Yo Mama,” however, this song never fails to make me feel sophisticated and therefor prepared to pour over books.

7. “Desire Lines” Deerhunter
   The mesmerizing guitar riff repeated during the second-half of the song will tranquilize you into a state where differential equations can become your friends.

8. “Genesis” Grimes
   The track’s whistle-like sounds and Grimes’s unique, echoic vocals make for the perfect upbeat study companion.

9. “Our Love” Caribou
   The futuristic title track off Caribou’s Oct. 7 album, this song provides the perfect backdrop for a late-time cram session.

10. “Hardest Geometry Problem In The World” Mark Mothersbaugh
    The fast-paced violin and background chimes on this song from the soundtrack to Wes Anderson’s “Rushmore” is there to aid you in solving the hardest geometry, calculus or linear equation in the world.

11. “Send It Up” Kanye West
    In classic Kanye Wes Anderson fashion, we move from “Rushmore” to “Yeexus.” This track is my go to pump-up for when the clock hits 2 a.m. and you’re still in Club Hes. The serene noise in the background combined with Kanye’s nonsensical, narcissistic lyrics makes for the perfect library session revival. “Yeexus (and you) just rose again.”

    Now that you have been abruptly awoken by Yeezus, continue your middle-of-the-night rejuvenation by pretending you have just woken “on a pretty day anywhere besides the Huskervich Library in South Bend, Indiana.” The song continues for nine minutes and 31 seconds, but the spellbinding instrumentals combined with Vile’s crooning never stale.

13. “Lovers’ carvings” Bibio
    The reiterative intro leads into a groovy, mollifying sound attuned to invigorate your senses.

14. “Jubel” Klingande
    The drums, lively beats and stimulating saxophone will leave you head bobbing along in an exceptional mood as the repeated lyrics, “save me” ring too true to your situation as one of the last to remain sitting in Huskervich’s Fishbowl.

    It’s that time of night when only paid-programming graces the television (not that you have had time to so much as glance at a TV in weeks). You start to regret not getting two croissants at the ABP half-price sale two hours ago. You try saying “croissant” in different accents. You continue on to rap “I Am A God” under your breath. You try taking the Pixies’ lyrics to heart and switch up your posturing in the chair “with your feet in the air and you head on the ground.” You get some weird looks. You question your sanity. You trudge on.}

Contact Erin McAuliffe at emcauliff@nd.edu
Fontaine boasts world record

Brazil and four against the off on a scoring spree for most unbreakable record of all 1958 FIFA World Cup is the 13-goal performance at the est teams, in a world-inclusive...
Giants beat Cardinals on Chooie error, grab series lead

Associated Press

SAN FRANCISCO — Once the Giants finally got a bunt down, the rest was easy.

A wild throw by reliever Randy Choate on a bunt allowed Brandon Crawford to score the winning run in the bottom of the 10th inning, lifting the San Francisco Giants over the St. Louis Cardinals 5-4 on Tuesday for a 2-1 lead in the NL Championship Series.

Crawford drew an eight-pitch walk from Chooie to begin the inning, ending a stretch of 16 straight Giants retired since Tim Hudson's two-out single in the fourth. After failing on two sacrifice attempts, Juan Perez singled to bring up Gregor Blanco.

Blanco fouled off a bunt try, too, but then pushed one to the left side of the mound and the left-handed Chooie's sidearmed throw sailed past lunging second baseman Kolten Wong, who was covering first base.

"We don't do anything easy," Giants manager Bruce Bochy said. "We might have got a little lucky there with Perez when he couldn't get a bunt down and he gets a base hit. But Blanco laid it off and he was on base, so that's luck as much as great bunt, great speed to put pressure on them." Randal Grichuk tied it with a solo homer in the seventh that chased Hudson.

Game 4 in the best-of-seven series is Wednesday night, with Ryan Vogelsong pitching for the Giants against fellow righty Shelby Miller.

This walkoff win came 12 years to the day after Kenny Lofton's single in the ninth inning ended the 2002 NLCS against the Cardinals and sent the Giants to the World Series.

Playing without injured catcher Yadiel Molina, the Cardinals had their chances. They squandered Wong's double in the second before he delivered a wind-aided, two-run triple in the fourth.

Javier Lopez got the first two outs of the 10th before Jon Jay's single, just the third hit by a lefty this year. Lopez is the second batter against Lopez since he joined San Francisco in 2010. Two of those are by Jay this series.

Sergio Romo entered and retired Matt Holliday on a full-count grounder to third that Pablo Sandoval snared and fired to first.

Molina, nursing a strained left oblique sustained in Game 2 Sunday, began warming up Trevor Rosenthal in the bullpen in the ninth but never played.

A.J. Pierzynski went hitless in four at-bats starting in Molina's place for St. Louis' first postseason games back at AT&T Park since losing Games 6 and 7 of the 2012 NLCS, which it had led 3-1. San Francisco went on to capture its second World Series title in three years.

Journeyman Travis Ishikawa hit a three-run double in the first to stake Hudson to a 4-0 lead in his first postseason start beyond the division series in a 16-year career.

Hudson struck out five in 6 1-3 innings before giving way to Jeremy Affeldt.

Saint Louis, last in the NL with 105 home runs during the regular season, has 12 in seven playoff games — eight in the seven innings or later. The Cardinals connected in the seventh, eighth and ninth in Sunday's 5-4 win.

Hunter Pence's RBI double off John Lackey got things started in the first, the first time the Giants scored in the initial inning of a loss since 2007.

The Giants against fellow righty Shelby Miller have a 2-1 lead in the NLCS. The Giants scored in the initial inning of both losses.

Bauters said. "The inter-regional rumble is eager to see her team compete against high-powered programs. "We're excited to race against some really great teams," Bauters said. "Our racing strategy will be a little bit different... There's a lot more women in the race, but we're hoping that only helps us in the long run."

The Belles look to gain some momentum Saturday before going into the MIAA Championship, which is a little more than two weeks away, Bauters said. He added the championship is something the team has on its mind.

"Yesterday, we talked about the fact that [the champion- ships are] only three short weeks away," Bauters said. "We talked about the need for us to do all the little things right on a day-to-day basis and stay there, healthy and prepared. There are three though weeks mentally and physically, and just keeping it fresh in our mind so you're prepared for it when it comes is important."

The Inter-Regional Rumble will take place this Saturday at 11 a.m. in Oberlin, Ohio.

Contact Marek Mazurek at mmazurek@nd.edu

Belles prepare for Rumble in Oberlin

By MAREK MAZUREK

Spartan defense a work in progress

Associated Press

EAST LANSING, Mich. — The pieces are in place. Now Michigan State's defense just needs a bit of fine-tuning.

"I think we're playing OK," coach Mark Dantonio said Tuesday. "Statistically, we have given up some plays, but we have won the football games."

The Spartans (5-1, 2-0 Big Ten) need to allow fewer "explosive plays," Dantonio said, defining those as runs of 15 yards or more and passes of 20 yards or more. And that work starts with slowing the nation's leading rusher, Indiana's Tevin Coleman, when the Spartans travel to Indiana (3-3, 0-2) on Saturday.

Last weekend, Michigan State's defense allowed 14 points in the 4th quarter, including a 52-yard touchdown run, and 340 yards during the 45-31 win at Purdue. The team didn't perform as well as it did one week prior against Nebraska, perhaps the best show- ing of the season.

"I think we had more energy against Nebraska," sophomore linebacker Elyler Bullough said. "I think we've just got to finish. We did a pretty good job, we've just got to keep our momentum rolling from the first three quarters and we'll be fine."

The Spartans actively pursued Coleman as a defensive back in high school. In last season's meet- ing with Michigan State, Coleman looked just fine at tailback, break- free for a 64-yard run just over a minute into the game on the Hoosiers' first possession, putting Indiana up 7-0.

That play serves as a reminder of what the Spartans' star running back is capable of this week.

"We can see that from last year and we can see it from this year in how he's been playing," senior middle linebacker Taiwan Jones said. "We know we gotta go in, eliminate their big plays on offense in general and continue playing Michigan State football."

In the end, Michigan State beat Indiana 42-28 last year, but those 28 points were tied for the most the Spartans gave up all season.
Team readies for Charles Regatta

By MICHAEL IVEY
Sports Writer

Notre Dame will head east to compete in the 50th Head of the Charles Regatta in Cambridge, Massachusetts, this weekend.

The regatta, which has been held annually since 1965, lasts for two days and consists of two races: the draw for championship eight and the draw for championship four. It hosts some of the best crew teams from around the world, with competitors ranging from Alabama to Oxford.

“I think it will be a great learning experience for the athletes,” Irish coach Martin Stone said. “They have the opportunity to compete against some of the best rowers/coxswains in the world.”

The regatta is Notre Dame’s first true race of the fall season after it raced Michigan and Michigan State on Sept. 14 in an exhibition regatta in Belleview, Michigan.

Stone said the key for the Irish will be to focus on their own times instead of the abilities of the other teams attending the regatta.

“We just need to focus on making our boats go as fast as possible,” Stone said. “We only have control over our speed and cannot do anything about the other teams attending the regatta.

“In the draw for championship eight race, the Irish will compete against several university teams, including top squads like Brown, Virginia and Princeton, along with international teams like Cambridge and Oxford.

The race also features several club crews, including the Cambridge Boat Club and Radcliffe Crew. Rounding out the stiff competition, the reigning world champion U.S. Women’s Eight will start three spots ahead of the Irish in the championship eight event.

The Irish will travel to Cambridge this weekend for the all-day competitions on the Charles River in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

Contact Michael Ivey at mivey@hcc.nd.edu

NHL | ISLANDERS 6, RANGERS 3

Islanders win first New York matchup of the year

 Associated Press

NEW YORK — Kyle Okposo scored his 100th NHL goal to snap a tie 48 seconds into the third period, and the undefeated New York Islanders netted four goals on seven shots in the final frame to beat the sliding New York Rangers 6-3 on Tuesday night.

The Islanders, who opened with a home-and-home sweep of Carolina, improved to 3-0 when they broke loose for four goals in the first 10:59 of the third to send the Rangers (1-3) to their third straight loss. Okposo made the most of the second costly turnover by defenseman Michael Kostka to score his first of the season.

Brock Nelson made it 4-2 at 4:50 with his fourth goal, and Mikhail Grabovski connected 30 seconds later to make it a three-goal edge. Ryan Strome assisted on those two goals that left Rangers goalie Henrik Lundqvist on his knees and shaking his head.

Nick Leddy finished the barrage with 9:01 left to make it 6-2. Johnny Boychuk scored in the first period, and John Tavares tied it in the second for the Islanders. Jaroslav Halak was sharp in making 40 saves.

Lundqvist was routed for the second straight game. He allowed five goals in the second period and six overall on Sunday to Toronto in the home opener before being pulled. It is the first time he has allowed at least five goals in consecutive starts.

Rick Nash scored for the fourth straight game for the Rangers, and Derick Brassard gave them their second lead of the night in the second period. Nash netted his second of the game and sixth of the season to make it 6-3 with 2:10 left. The Rangers held a 43-27 shots edge but have been outscored 17-8 during their skid.

The Rangers pressured Halak throughout the second period, yet managed only one goal against him despite holding a 21-8 shots advantage.

Write Sports.
Email Mary at mgreen8@nd.edu

A TIME TO HEAL DINNER

OCT. 30 5:30-7:30 PM NOTRE DAME STADIUM PRESS BOX

Healing takes courage, and we all have courage, even if we have to dig a little to find it.
— Tori Amos
Irish travel south for pair of meets over break

"I haven't seen anything in their energy or attitude this week in practice so far to show that they are letting it affect them too much," Van Gunten said. "I just want to see them use great strategy in their races and give it their all and compete. I know it's kind of cliché, but that's what it is, they've got to compete. They're going to be tired, but I don't want them to sit back and let the other swimmers dictate the races.

"We have to be fast. We'll be facing an ACC school in Georgia Tech and an SEC school on Friday and then two more SEC schools on Saturday, so the competition is going to be very good."

With interim head coach Tim Welsh out of town for the week, Van Gunten said it had been pretty busy around the office, so he had not had the time to break down the times and results from the other teams' early season meets. While there may be some shifting of line-ups to possibly use any advantages the Irish have, Van Gunten said this early in the season, they are keeping the bigger picture in mind. "Really at this time, we are still getting a feel for where we're at physically right now," Van Gunten said. "We're just going to go out and see where we're at. We just need to keep working hard here in the early season to get to where we want to be."

The Irish will square off with Georgia Tech and South Carolina on Friday at 4 p.m. at the Campus Recreation Center in Atlanta and then will meet Auburn and Vanderbilt the next afternoon at 2 p.m. at the James E. Martin Aquatic Center in Auburn, Alabama.

"I haven't seen anything in their energy or attitude this week in practice so far to show that they are letting it affect them too much," Van Gunten said. "I just want to see them use great strategy in their races and give it their all and compete. I know it's kind of cliché, but that's what it is, they've got to compete. They're going to be tired, but I don't want them to sit back and let the other swimmers dictate the races.

"We have to be fast. We'll be facing an ACC school in Georgia Tech and an SEC school on Friday and then two more SEC schools on Saturday, so the competition is going to be very good."

With interim head coach Tim Welsh out of town for the week, Van Gunten said it had been pretty busy around the office, so he had not had the time to break down the times and results from the other teams' early season meets. While there may be some shifting of line-ups to possibly use any advantages the Irish have, Van Gunten said this early in the season, they are keeping the bigger picture in mind.

"Really at this time, we are still getting a feel for where we're at physically right now," Van Gunten said. "We're just going to go out and see where we're at. We just need to keep working hard here in the early season to get to where we want to be."

The Irish will square off with Georgia Tech and South Carolina on Friday at 4 p.m. at the Campus Recreation Center in Atlanta and then will meet Auburn and Vanderbilt the next afternoon at 2 p.m. at the James E. Martin Aquatic Center in Auburn, Alabama.
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Kelly said Tuesday that Williams told him he would like to return in 2015. Williams played in each of his first three seasons in South Bend, so the defensive end has one more season of remaining eligibility. During his standard Tuesday teleconference early in the afternoon, Kelly said he had not seen DaVaris Daniels’ tweet and said Williams and Russell are the only players who had spoken to him about their decisions. Kelly said, to his knowledge, Williams and Russell are not allowed to stay in school for the current fall semester.

Moore, who graduated in May from the College of Arts and Letters with a degree in Film, Television and Theatre (FTT) and was taking graduate courses, said Notre Dame’s decision is “disappointing.”

“Notre Dame has rendered its decisions,” Moore wrote on Instagram. “While it is disappointing, I will respectfully leave my alma mater as a proud May 2014 graduate of the institution that I have respectfully loved and given my best efforts during my college career. Regardless of this announced outcome, my personal and ethical integrity remain intact and I have honored my collegiate journey from the beginning straight through to this end and I will take on the next chapters in my life with the same progressive commitment to excellence, hard work and relentless determination toward unlimited success.

"...I want to thank my family, friends and fans for the support. I want to thank Notre Dame for the opportunity and I wish my teammates and this program all of the success in the world." All five players are still enrolled at Notre Dame, a University spokesman said Tuesday. Daniels, Williams, Russell and Moore had been held out of practice and competition since Aug. 15 during the probe into “suspected academic dishonesty.”

Notre Dame announced Aug. 28 that Irish senior safety Eilar Hardy would be withheld from practice and competition, as well. Notre Dame announced its investigation Aug. 15. The University said “evidence that students had submitted papers and homework that had been written for them by others” was initially detected at the end of the summer session and referred to the compliance office in athletics July 29. Notre Dame said the office of General Counsel then initiated “an immediate investigation.”

Kelly said “nobody” has spoken to him about the concept of vacating victories still being in play.

“It hasn’t been addressed to me in a formal setting and talked about as here’s the next step, here’s what we’re going to do,” Kelly said. “I haven’t had that meeting with [Irish Director of Athletics] Jack Swarbrick about what is the next step if there is a next step.”

Contact Mike Monaco at jmonaco@nd.edu
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have that this season.”

Romagnolo said all the opponents in the upcoming week deserve attention and concentration.

Though Notre Dame has enjoyed success in recent weeks, Romagnolo emphasized that the team has to take the season one game at a time and not lose the tough mentality they aim for.

“It’s important for us to remember that we need to show up every day,” Romagnolo said. “We have pretty high confidence right now, but getting wins is about continuing to bring that edge when we step on the field and asserting our will on our opponent.”

The Irish will travel to Syracuse to take on the Orange (5-7-3, 2-4-0 ACC) on Saturday at 5 p.m., then will return home to Alumni Stadium to face Clemson (10-2-2, 3-2-1 ACC) on Oct. 23 at 7 p.m. and Louisville (5-6-2, 2-2-2 ACC) on Oct. 26 at 1 p.m. 1 p.m.

Contact Renee Griffin at rgriffin@nd.edu
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“It’s important for us to remember that we need to show up every day,” Romagnolo said. “We have pretty high confidence right now, but getting wins is about continuing to bring that edge when we step on the field and asserting our will on our opponent.”

The Irish will travel to Syracuse to take on the Orange (5-7-3, 2-4-0 ACC) on Saturday at 5 p.m., then will return home to Alumni Stadium to face Clemson (10-2-2, 3-2-1 ACC) on Oct. 23 at 7 p.m. and Louisville (5-6-2, 2-2-2 ACC) on Oct. 26 at 1 p.m. 1 p.m.

Contact Renee Griffin at rgriffin@nd.edu

Irish graduate student linebacker Kendall Moore (8) next to senior safety Eilar Hardy for a kickoff on Sept. 28, 2013.

Irish freshman forward Karin Muya passes against Baylor on Sept. 12. Muya scored one of ND’s five goals against Miami last weekend.

Contact Mike Monaco at jmonaco@nd.edu
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In Business Since 1965

John M. Marshall

Graduate Gemologist - G.G. (GIA)
Fellow Gemmologist - F.G.A. (Great Britain)
Bio-Chemist - B.A. (I.U.)
Mineralogist - M.A. (VC)

John M. Marshall’s, Inc.
Key Bank Building, Suite 101
282 South Michigan Street
South Bend, Indiana 46601
(574)287-1427
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Happy Birthday: Don’t hold under pressure. Stick to your game plan and push forward, behind you. Pour your creative energies and any unexpected adornments as you go along to bypass any interference you foresee. Create your own opportunities and take full credit for your successes. You can get away if you are persistent and believe in your abilities. Your numbers are 1, 5, 13, 21, 26, 31, 45.

Aries (March 21-April 19): Make decisions that will spice up your life and add a little zest to your days. Spending time with someone you love, meeting a new class or visiting a destination you haven’t been to before will make the week within you. ***

Taurus (April 20-May 20): Communication will help you find solutions to any problems you may be facing with a personal or professional partner. It is time tweaking an investment will pay off. Don’t hesitate to let your imagination take over. Take precautions when dealing with debts. ***

Gemini (May 21-June 20): Don’t be Buckleyed by someone’s vague response to your questions. Either someone is on your team or not. Focus on the people who give back and are charged up by the plans you have and the options you offer. ***

Cancer (June 21-July 22): Look for greater stability by being original and progressive regarding the changes that need to be made. If you continue to spin your wheels, nothing will get done. Face up to your situation and make your move. Don’t let an uncertain relationship dictate your decisions. ***

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22): Spontaneity will lead to fun and games. Enjoy putting your best foot forward and entering any playful contest that comes your way. Love is in the stars and romance will improve your personal life. A change will be welcome. ***

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Keep your private affairs a secret and you will avoid an emotional situation that can hinder your job prospects. Angels solve nothing; but getting your chores out of the way will ease discord. A change in your finances must be handled with care.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Don’t let emotions ruin your day. Make positive changes that will help keep the peace. Change may be required, but how you go about it that will make the difference. Being sympathetic will help you see future.

Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Check out different likely choices and make the choice that intrigues you the most. Keep your plans secret; a suspect someone will interfere. Once you have everything in place, it will be difficult for anyone to stand in your way. ***

Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Put more thought and effort into your work also. You can’ t afford to be complacent. Some goal you feel you are close to achieving will come on open. Love is on the rise and a change of heart will lead to an interesting encounter.

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Keep your distance from anyone who appears to be unpredictable. You are best to protect your reputation, your ideas and yourself concerning others. Anger solves nothing; but getting your chores out of the way will ease discord. A change in your finances must be handled with care.

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Contracts, settlements and medical and financial matters can all be addressed in a timely and effective manner. You stand to get ahead if you are persistent and believe in your abilities. Your numbers are 1, 5, 13, 21, 26, 31, 45.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20): Don’t make changes, but accept the inevitable and protect your position, reputation and your assets. Refrain from hot into a no-win situation with someone looking for a fight. Look inward and focus on self.

Birthday Baby: You are sensitive, ambitious and creative. You are entertaining and intelligent.
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Sudoku, visit

Highly Punny

Unscramble these four Jumbles, one letter to each square, to form four ordinary words.

Jumble

Yesterday’s Jumbles: WHARF TRICK SHIELD SPRUCE Answer: The underwater casino featured – FISH AND CHIPS

Print answer here:
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Williams, Daniels, Moore announce fates

Kelly said he has only talked with Williams, Russell about returning next year; Eilar Hardy still quiet

By MIKE MONACO
Senior Sports Writer

Three more decisions came to light Tuesday regarding the five Irish players who have been withheld from practice and competition since August.

Irish senior defensive end Ishaq Williams will not play in 2014 and would like to return in 2015, Irish head coach Brian Kelly said Tuesday. Senior receiver DaVaris Daniels is “done” at Notre Dame. Daniels said on Twitter Tuesday. Irish graduate student linebacker Kendall Moore announced Tuesday evening on Instagram that he will “respectfully leave my alma mater” and referred to today as “this end” to his “collegiate journey.”

Daniels tweeted, “my time here is done” and said he is not looking to transfer. “ND was my team. ND is where my heart was.”

Daniels wrote on Twitter. “Unfortunately my time here is done, ready for my future.”

“Thanks to everyone who supported, I appreciate it and now it’s time to strap up for bigger things!” Daniels had previously tweeted.

Daniels’ father, Phillip, said in a since-deleted Tweet that his son is “done at Notre Dame and will weigh his options for the future.”

Phillip Daniels later tweeted that “there is an option for DaVaris to return in 2015 and that is being considered as well.” Daniels redshirted in 2011 and played in 2012 and 2013. He has remaining eligibility.

Irish junior cornerback KeiVarae Russell will not play this season and will most likely miss the spring semester before returning in June 2015, the junior said in an Instagram post Friday evening.

ND WOMEN’S SOCCER

ND to face three ACC foes over break

By RENEE GRIFFIN
Sports Writer

Fall break isn’t restful for everyone, as the No. 13 Irish will face three ACC opponents over the next week — Syracuse on Saturday, No. 21 Clemson on Oct. 23 and Louisville on Oct. 26.

Notre Dame (9-4-1, 4-2-0 ACC) is coming off a dominant 5-0 win against Miami last Sunday. Irish coach Theresa Romagnolo said she is hopeful the offensive progress would continue.

“We were starting to do some really great things up front [against Miami],” Romagnolo said. “We did it against Pitt [in a 2-0 Oct. 9 win] too, but we hadn’t been able to finish as much. We put things together against Miami, and we had a lot of success up front. We’re just continuing to work on speed of play, movement up the field and playing well on the front line.”

“I think we can’t overlook anybody in this league — they’re all good teams,” Romagnolo said. “So I’m going to say Syracuse right now [is the biggest challenge] because they’re our next opponent, and we have to focus on what’s first.”

Against Miami, five different players managed to score a goal: freshman forward Karin Muya, sophomore midfielder Morgan Andrews, senior forward Karin Simonian, senior forward Lauren Bohaboy and junior forward Anna Maria Gilbertson.

That game brought the total number of Irish players who have scored at least one goal this season to 10. Romagnolo said the team’s depth on attack will be crucial to getting wins this week and beyond.

“That is huge [to have so many players contributing],” Romagnolo said. “Anytime you want to have a good season or a good postseason, you’re going to need a lot of depth and players off the bench that can come in and have an impact right away. I think we definitely

Hodan goal leads Notre Dame over Northwestern

By KIT LOUGHRAN
Sports Writer

The rainy skies cleared up just in time for an Irish victory last night.

No. 11 Notre Dame beat No. 19 Northwestern, 1-0, Tuesday at Alumni Stadium. The Irish (7-3-2, 3-1-1 ACC) won off a penalty kick from freshman midfielder Patrick Hodan in the 66th minute.

The win marks Irish coach Bobby Clark’s first win against the Wildcats (6-2-4, 1-1-2 Big Ten) during his 14-year tenure at Notre Dame.

“That was a difficult midweek game when you think of midterms going on, and the guys are pretty busy, and to come out here and get a result from a team that has only lost once,” Clark said. “They are a very good team, [and] that’s actually the first time I have ever beaten Northwestern in my times playing them.”

“I knew it was going to be difficult, and their coach Tim Lenahan does a really good job and has them well

ND to face three ACC foes over break
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